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ABSTRACT 
 
Value stream mapping is a lean manufacturing technique that originated from the Toyota 
Production System (TPS). It is used to analyze and design the flow of material and 
information required to bring a product or service to a consumer. This thesis has two 
main objectives. The first is an in-depth literature review on value stream mapping, 
especially concerning useful value stream mapping tools and the application of value 
stream mapping in construction industry. The literature review of value stream mapping 
provides an overview of this lean tool, which offers a framework for future study in the 
application of value stream mapping in construction industry. The other objective is to 
perform a case study of my own experience in doing this research study and the value 
stream mapping of my thesis writing process. The value stream mapping process helps 
visualize the work and target waste, which enables future improvement toward a better 
state. As a result, the improved value stream maps can be guidelines for future studies.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
Lean manufacturing  
 
 
 
Value Stream 
 
 
 
Value Stream 
Mapping (VSM) 
 
 
Push-Pull System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Just in Time (JIT) 
 
A production practice that considers the expenditure of 
resources for any goal other than the creation of value for 
the end customer to be wasteful, and thus a target for 
elimination. (Liker, 2004) 
The sequence of activities required to design, produce, and 
deliver a good or service to a customer; includes the dual 
flows of information and material (Womack & Jones, 
1996).  
A lean-management method for analyzing the current state 
and designing a future state for the series of events that 
take a product or service from its beginning through to the 
customer (Rother & Shook, 2003). 
Describes the movement of a product or information 
between two subjects. In markets, consumers usually 
"pull" the goods or information they demand for their 
needs, while suppliers "push" them toward the consumers. 
Push production is based on forecast demand and pull 
production is based on actual or consumed demand. 
(Liker, 2004) 
A production strategy that strives to improve a business's  
 vi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continuous-flow 
Manufacturing (CFM) 
 
 
Takt Time 
 
 
 
Critical Path Method 
(CPM) 
 
return on investment by reducing in-process inventory and 
associated carrying costs. JIT focuses on continuous 
improvement and can improve a manufacturing 
organization's return on investment, quality, and 
efficiency. (Liker, 2004) 
An approach to discrete manufacturing that contrasts with 
batch production. The goal is an optimally balanced 
production line with little waste, the lowest possible cost, 
on-time and defect-free production. (Bowers, 1990) 
Derived from the German word Taktzeit, sets the pace for 
industrial manufacturing lines so that production cycle 
times can be matched to customer demand rate. (Liker, 
2004) 
A method for scheduling a set of project activities. 
(Kelley,1959) 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Background 
Since it originated in the Toyota Production System (TPS), many researchers 
have discussed the application of Value Stream Mapping (VSM) in different industries. 
Value stream mapping is a lean manufacturing technique used to analyze and design the 
flow of material and information required to bring a product or service to a consumer 
(Rother & Shook, 2003). Value stream mapping is a powerful tool that provides a visual 
view of work processes, improves work strategies and deepens an understanding of 
eliminating waste and delivering value.  
Since 1993, the new philosophy of lean production and the application of value 
stream mapping have been introduced in construction (Pasqualini & Zawislak 2005). A 
literature review shows that previous studies on the application of value stream mapping 
in construction have focused on macro-processes, such as supply chain (Arbulu & 
Tommelein 2002) or project delivery (Mastroianni & Abdelhamid 2003), or on single 
operations, such as components manufacturing (Alves et al.2005) and masonry works 
(Pasqualini & Zawislak, 2005). By definition, value stream mapping analyzes the flow 
of material and information in a value stream; however, previous studies did not 
emphasize the flow of information during work processes.  
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1.2 Objective of the Study  
This thesis has two main objectives. The first is an in-depth literature review on 
value stream mapping, especially concerning useful value stream mapping tools and the 
application of value stream mapping in construction industry. This portion will form the 
basis for the author’s continued research for new knowledge in this area, but at a PhD 
level. The other objective is to perform a case study of my own experience in doing this 
research study and the value stream mapping of my thesis writing process. The purpose 
of this objective is threefold. The first is to apply the knowledge into practice in order to 
enhance my learning results and gain a deeper understanding of value stream mapping. 
By visualizing my thesis writing process, I identified the waste in the process, tried to 
minimize the waste and made improvement to my work efficiency, which will be 
applied in my future research studies. The second is that the work flow of my thesis 
writing can be considered information flow, and applying value stream mapping into the 
non-visible information flow is a gap found in the literature. Thus, the process can be 
regarded as an example of applying value stream mapping into information flow. The 
last goal is that the value stream maps could provide guidance for future construction 
management graduate students at Texas A&M University.  
The results of this thesis include the following: first is the literature summary of 
value stream mapping, value stream mapping tools and the application of value stream 
mapping in construction. The second result is the creation of three current state maps of 
my research study, progress meeting and literature reading processes. By analyzing the 
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current state maps, the waste was identified and future state maps with improvements to 
minimize waste were created.  
1.3 Significance  
First, the literature review of value stream mapping provides an overview of this 
lean tool, which offers a framework for future study in the application of value stream 
mapping in construction industry. Second, the case study of my thesis writing process 
can be regarded as information flow, and applying value stream mapping in the process 
helps visualize the work and target waste, which enables future improvement toward a 
better state.  
1.4 Limitations 
The limitations of my study include the following: first, the literature search is 
limited to research written in English; valuable studies in other languages could be 
excluded. Second, in the case study portion, the time for doing one unit of research work 
(e.g. reading a research paper) varies depending on many reasons. The time recorded 
will be an average time, and thus may affect the accuracy of the value stream map.  
1.5 Delimitation  
The scope of the research is delimited to an in-depth literature review of previous 
studies on value stream mapping and the application of value stream mapping in 
construction industry. The practice of mapping out my thesis writing process will 
enhance my understanding of value stream mapping, in preparation for further study in 
this area in the future.   
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CHAPTER II  
METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
This study focuses on the value stream mapping tool and its application. In order 
to build the theoretical framework, a comprehensive literature review is important for the 
first part of this study. The summary of previous research on value stream mapping will 
provide the larger picture of the current research. . In the second portion of this research, 
the task is to map the thesis writing process and the method is following the value stream 
mapping principles identified in the literature review. The value stream mapping method 
will be discussed in the next chapter.  
2.2 Purpose of Literature Review 
Literature review is a fundamental part of research. Existing literature provides 
researchers with background in their interested topics, to know what is going on in their 
field of study. The process of reading and evaluating articles helps researchers find 
connections between the existing researches and identify problems or gaps that exist in 
the published studies. Then researchers start to develop and connect their own ideas to it.  
2.3 Types of Literature Review 
According to Galvan (2006), there are different types of literature reviews, 
ranging from selective to comprehensive. A selective review focuses on a small segment 
of the literature on a topic. A course assignment may be an example of a selective 
review. In contrast, the literature review in a thesis is a comprehensive review that 
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provides a holistic view of an interested topic and is part of the graduate thesis. Figure 1 
shows the types of literature review.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4 Identifying the Literature  
The first step in a comprehensive literature review is to be familiar with the 
databases by identifying the relevant databases in the construction field. The databases 
used for the literature search include Google Scholar, ASCE Library, Web of 
Knowledge, GreenFILE, ScienceDirect and ProQuest Dissertations. 
Figure 1. Types of Literature Review (Based on Galvan, 2006) 
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After determining the main databases for use, the next step is using keywords to 
search for literature. A literature review is not a linear process, because as the review of 
literature proceeds, new keywords might emerge. I started with the general keywords 
Value Stream Mapping, but the results were too broad for my topic, thus I narrowed 
down to value stream mapping in construction, value stream mapping tools, etc. After 
identifying the relevant studies, I exported the references into RefWorks to help me 
organize the literature. Then, after a further analysis of the literature, I created a 
literature selection table showing the papers that are related to my research and the 
reason for choosing them. Table 1 shows the selection of relevant literature papers.  
2.5 Analyze and Group the Literature 
The next step is to evaluate the relevant literature and select articles, books and 
other publications that will be useful for the chosen topic. I read the articles and 
organized them into three different themes: value stream mapping principles, value 
stream mapping tools and value stream mapping in construction.  
2.6 Literature Review Matrix 
In reviewing the literature, I created a literature matrix to help overview, 
organize and summarize the readings. The matrix includes general information, 
keywords searched, definitions of key terms and concepts, research methods, summary 
of research results and useful references if applicable. When a relevant reference was 
identified, it was added to the matrix. Table 2 shows the literature review matrix. 
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Table 1. Literature Selection Table 
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Table 2. Literature Review Matrix 
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2.7 Synthesize the Literature 
In writing a literature review, the goal is to synthesize the literature into an 
integrated review. As previously noted, there were three major themes: value stream 
mapping principles, value stream mapping tools and the application of value stream 
mapping in construction. In writing the literature review, not only should the literature 
be summarized under the three themes, but one should also try to identify and 
understand the connections among the studies.  
2.8 Summary 
The literature review is a vital process that sets the background of this research. 
By reviewing the published literature, I understood the current research on value stream 
mapping, the different value stream mapping tools and how to use value stream mapping 
to visualize work and make improvements. The process includes exploring the topic, 
collecting literature, reading articles, taking notes, shaping ideas, keeping track of 
citations and writing the literature review. However, as mentioned before, the steps are 
not linear, one step does lead to the other, but once I identified useful references, I would 
go back to an earlier steps as I knew more about the literature and topic. Figure 2 shows 
a literature review process based on the guidelines of doing a literature review according 
to Galvan and my understanding.   
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Figure 2. Literature Review Process (Based on Galvan, 2006) 
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CHAPTER III  
LITERATURE REVIEW   
The following sections summarize the literature review from several main aspects 
according to keywords.  
3.1 Value Stream Mapping 
3.1.1 Value Stream  
The term value stream was first used in the book The Machine that Changed the 
World (1990) by Womack, Jones and Roos, and further discussed in Lean Thinking 
(1996) by Womack and Jones. In a later book by Martin and Osterling, the authors 
defined: “a value stream is the sequence of activities an organization undertakes to 
deliver on a customer request.” (Martin and Osterling, 2013). More broadly, “a value 
stream is the sequence of activities required to design, produce, and deliver a good or 
service to a customer, and it includes the dual flows of information and material.” 
(Martin and Osterling, 2013). The activities in a value stream can be the work performed 
by the organization itself, as well as the work performed by outside parties; even the 
customers can be a part of a value stream. There are different types of value stream. The 
main type is one that a good or service is requested by and finally delivered to an end 
customer. A value-enabling or support value stream is a value stream that supports the 
delivery of value (e.g. IT support, hiring, product design).  
3.1.2 Value Stream Mapping  
Value stream mapping in the manufacturing environment has been discussed 
since the technique was used at the Toyota Motor Corporation, and was known as 
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“material and information flows.” Toyota focuses on understanding the flow of material 
and information across the organization as a way to improve manufacturing 
performance. Pictorial representations with process maps are ways to communicate with 
different parties in an organization. In this way, value stream maps can provide a whole 
view of how work are done through the entire systems.  
In the book Value Stream Mapping: How to Visualize Work Flow and Align 
People for Organizational Transformation (2013), Martin and Osterling summarized the 
benefits of value stream mapping as the following.  
(1) The visual unification tool can help in visualizing non-visible work, such 
as information exchanges. Visualizing non-visible work is a key step in understanding 
how work gets done.  
(2) Value stream maps can create connections to the customer, which helps 
an organization focus more on the customer’s perspective and deliver more value to the 
customer.  
(3) Value stream maps can provide a holistic system view by connecting 
disparate parts into a more collaborative organization, with the objective of providing 
higher value to customers.  
(4) Value stream mapping can help in visualizing and simplifying the work 
process at a macro level, which may help in making strategic improvement decisions 
better and faster.  
(5) Value stream maps are effective means to orient newcomers by helping 
them understand a holistic view and where they fit in an organization. 
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To sum up, value stream maps provide a visual, full-cycle macro view of how 
work progresses from a customer request to the final fulfilment of that request. The 
mapping process deepens the understanding of work systems that deliver value to 
customers and reflect the work flow from a customer’s perspective. As a result, the 
process of value stream mapping provides effective ways to establish strategic directions 
for better decision making and work design.  
3.1.3 Create a Value Stream Map 
Drawing a value stream map is the result of implementing a VSM tool. In the 
pioneering work of Rother and Shook (2003), the landmark book Learning to See 
provided the first way to “see” the value streams that Womack et al. introduced. 
According to Rother and Shook, the process of creating a value stream map can be 
briefly summarized as:   
(1) Identify the target product, process family or service.  
The process family is a group of products or services that go through the similar 
or same processing steps or the most problematic process family that needs to be 
improved.  
(2) Draw the current state value stream map. 
The current state map should illustrate how the exact activities are performed in a 
real working context. To create a current state map, collect data and information by 
walking the flow and interviewing the people who perform the tasks. With the 
information gathered through the process, the current state value stream map can be 
created using pre-defined symbols representing different elements in the value stream, 
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which shows the information, process steps required and current delays to deliver the 
request product or service to the customer.  
(3) Analyze the current state value stream map. 
After the current state map is completed, the team may go through the process of 
assessing the current state value map in terms of creating flow by eliminating waste. In 
this step, there are several lean principles that can facilitate the improvement of the value 
stream (e.g., takt time, continuous flow, etc.).  
(4) Draw a future state value stream map 
The purpose of value stream mapping is to highlight sources of waste and 
eliminate them within a short period of time. The future state map should be based on an 
assessment of the current state map and make improvements that can be achieved. 
Through implementing a future-state value stream, the goal can become a reality. 
(5) Work toward the future state condition 
A plan for achieving the future state is crucial; otherwise, value stream maps are 
pointless. The plan for achieving the future state value stream can be a future state map, 
detailed process map, a yearly value stream plan or a combination of those documents.  
3.2 Value Stream Mapping Tools 
Before learning the tools used in VSM to eliminate waste, an understanding of 
the types of waste that might occur is necessary. In manufacturing, there are three types 
of operations that are undertaken (Monden, 2011): (1) Non-value adding; (2) Necessary 
but non-value adding; and (3) Value-adding. The first is pure waste with unnecessary 
actions that should be completely eliminated. The second one involves actions that are 
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necessary but might be wasteful. Value adding operations are the process that converting 
raw materials into finished products through the use of manual labor. According to Jones 
(1995), there are seven wastes in the Toyota production system. They are: faster-than-
necessary pace, waiting, conveyance, processing, excess stock, unnecessary motion and 
correction of mistakes.  
In the study conducted by Hines and Rich (1997), seven new tools are presented 
regarding the seven wastes. The first tool, process activity mapping, helps in generating 
solutions to reduce waste. Table 3 is the map drawn according to Hines and Rich. First, 
analyze and study the flow of processes, then record in detail all items required in each 
process. Next, list each process and categorize into activity types (e.g., operation, 
transport, inspection and storage); darker shade box shows the type. Then, identify any 
waste in the processes and consider a better and more efficient way to rearrange the 
process.  
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Table 3. Process Activity Mapping, Hines and Rich (1997) 
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The second tool, supply chain response matrix, helps identify the critical lead-
time activities constraining the process, in order to target these activities for 
improvement. Figure 3 shows an example supply chain response matrix. The horizontal 
axis indicates the lead time for the product. In this example, the cumulative lead time is 
42 days. The vertical axis shows the cumulative inventory in the supply chain, which 
represents an additional 99 working days, thus the total lead time is 141 days. Each of 
the activity lead times can be targeted for improvement.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
r 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Supply Chain Response Matrix, Hines and Rich (1997) 
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The third tool, production variety funnel, aids in understanding how products are 
produced and how a company or supply chain operates. This tool helps the mapper to 
target inventory reduction and gain an overview of the company. Figure 4 shows the 
production variety funnel of a brewing industry case.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Production Variety Funnel, Hines and Rich (1997) 
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The fourth tool, quality filter mapping, helps to identify where quality problems 
occur. There are three types of defects: the first is product defect, which is when defects 
are not caught by inspections and are passed to customers. The second is quality defect, 
or service defect, e.g. inappropriate delivery (early or delay), or any defect associated 
with customers’ experience. The third defect is internal scrap, which refers to product 
defects that have been caught by inspection checks. Then the three defects are mapped 
out; Figure 5 is an example of a quality filter map.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using the mapping process, it is easier to identify where defects are occurring 
and to make improvement to minimize waste.  
Figure 5. Quality Filter Mapping, Hines and Rich (1997) 
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The fifth tool, demand amplification mapping, helps in analyzing demand 
variability. A demand amplification map shows how demand changes along a supply 
chain, and analysis and decisions can be made using the information. Figure 6 is a 
demand amplification map of one food company. Two curves are plotted: the lighter 
shaded one is actual customer sales while the darker curve represents orders placed with 
the supplier to fulfill this order. From the map, the variability of supplier orders is much 
higher than the consumer sales. Analyzing the demand changes along the supply chain 
helps in managing the fluctuations or redesigning the value stream.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Demand Amplification Mapping, Hines and Rich (1997) 
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The sixth tool, decision point analysis, aids in identifying “the point in the supply 
chain where actual demand-pull gives way to forecast-driven push” (Hines and Rich, 
1997). In other words, it is the point where products stop being made according to actual 
demand and are made against forecast only. This tool shows where that point exists. 
Figure 7 is an example from a food company that shows the decision point analysis. 
Knowing where the point is enables the planner to assess the processes operating 
upstream and downstream from this point. The purpose is to make sure they are working 
under the same pull or push philosophy. From a long-term perspective, it provides 
various scenarios to see what the result is if the point is moved.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Decision Point Analysis, Hines and Rich (1997) 
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The seventh tool, physical structure, provides an overview of the supply chain at 
an industry level. It helps with understanding how an industry operates and brings 
attention to areas that might need improvement. Figure 8 illustrates the physical structure 
mapping tool that can be split into volume structure and cost structure. The volume 
structure has various tiers in both distribution and supplier areas, and the assembler is in 
the middle. The structure shows the organizations involved in the value stream. In each 
part, the areas are proportional to how many organizations are there. The cost structure is 
similar to the volume structure; however, the areas are linked to the cost-adding process. 
In this example, the most cost adding in raw material acquiring is the first tier. The 
purpose of the cost volume is to analyze the value adding required in the final product 
when selling to the consumer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Physical Structure, Hines and Rich (1997) 
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In a later study, the Value Stream Analysis Tool (VALSAT) is introduced. (Hine 
et al. 1998). This tool provides an organization with a deeper understanding of its value 
stream, which the WHATs represent the required improvements according to customer 
needs, and the HOWs represent the possible techniques in achieving these 
improvements. VALSAT helps determine which of the HOWs to implement so that the 
most important WHATs can be resolved.   
The tools introduced above can be applied in combination or singularly, based on 
the requirements of the individual value stream (Hines & Rich 1997). Thus, choosing 
among the tools to effectively eliminate the waste in any value stream becomes vital.  
3.3 Value Stream Mapping in Construction 
“Since 1993, the ideas of Lean Production have been introduced in construction, 
creating Lean Construction” (Pasqualini & Zawislak 2005). The application of the value 
stream mapping tool, which represents the main principles of Lean Production, also have 
been introduced to the construction industry. In spite of being successfully applied into 
different industries, the application of value stream mapping in construction still has not 
been fully disseminated. There are few studies about VSM in construction, and they 
refer more to construction supplies than to the productive process itself (Fontanini & 
Picchi 2004).  
According to Yu et al. (2009), a number of inhibiting factors for applying value 
stream mapping to the construction industry include:  
(1) An underlying prerequisite for VSM is the repetition of the production 
process.  
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(2) VSM is a quantitative tool that uses a list of process data to depict the 
current state of the process and to determine what the future state will be. However most 
of construction companies usually do not fully track the construction processes and data.  
(3) Key concepts/elements used in VSM, such as inventory, cycle time, takt 
time and change-over time are defined in the manufacturing context and seem not 
applicable to construction.  
Modifications of VSM were necessary due to the differences between 
manufacturing and construction (Pasqualini & Zawislak 2005). Two examples in 
previous studies show how VSM can be modified for the application in construction.   
The first one is a case study introduced by Pasqualini & Zawislak in 2005. The 
study described the modified application of VSM in a Brazilian construction company; 
some adaptations were made in each stage of VSM.  
First, each stage in construction occurs over a long period of time and the 
different processes produce different products.  Instead of selecting a family of products 
to initiate VSM in construction, this study selected a stage of the productive process of 
construction, which in this case was the masonry stage.  
For the current state map, since the time of production in construction is too long 
to collect in s single day, the way to solve the problem is to obtain the average time of a 
stage. In the analysis of the current state map, based on the schedule developed from the 
contract, the takt time can be calculated, which is the effectively available worked time 
multiplied by the amount of square meters to be worked on for the same stage. As a 
result, takt of the construction will indicate the time in which a square meter should be 
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worked, or the rhythm of production according to the contract states the customer’s 
demand. The concept of this modification is to divide one construction state into units so 
that the work to be done per unit can be regarded as repetitive and the flow becomes 
continuous. Based on the analysis of the current state map, a future state map can be 
drawn in the same way that occurs in manufacturing context.  
Another example is a case study of housing construction. Yu et al. (2009) worked 
on a case study of the standard wood platform-frame structure, the case of 400 houses 
construction were regarded as repetitive works.  
Ballard (2001) suggested that variability was the major source of waste in 
construction and that even-flow production could increase the reliability of work flow 
and thus reduce the cycle time. Bashford et al. (2003) further discussed the implications 
of even flow in construction and suggested that the idea had a minor impact on 
construction activities duration, but could reduce the workflow variability. This study by 
Yu et al. continues Ballad and Bashford’s efforts on house production flow by applying 
value stream mapping to achieve even flow. 
The products of a home building can be seen as a single product family, because 
they are constructed following similar processing steps and sharing the same sub-
contractors. However, the level of mapping should be determined since the building 
construction process is a complex system that consists of hundreds of activities and 
involves a lot of trade contractors. In construction, the houses do not move along a 
production line but, rather, workers move from one house to another. Thus the 
operations done by a trade crew can be regarded as a continuous flow. In this case, one 
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house production process was divided into five stages after considering the size of the 
value stream map, logical relationship and the total duration of the construction 
activities. The five stages are foundation, lock-up, interior and siding, pre-finals and 
finals. After identifying the target stage to be improved, which is the foundation stage in 
this case, a current state map can be drawn.  
The future state map can be developed after the analysis of the current state map, 
during which waste is identified. The focus of the future state map is to eliminate the 
cause of waste and improve the value stream into a smooth flow. Four measures were 
taken in the future state mapping. They are establishing a production flow and 
synchronizing it to takt time; leveling production at the pacemaker task; restructuring 
work and improving operational reliability with work standardization; and total quality 
management for this study.  
3.4 Summary 
The literature review provides a current study of value stream mapping, 
specifically its principles and tools, and the current application in construction. Future 
research could be conducted for the further application of the different value stream 
mapping tools in the construction industry.  
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CHAPTER IV  
CONCLUSIONS 
This research provides an overview of value stream mapping, different value 
stream mapping tools, and the application of value stream mapping in construction 
industry. The literature review provides the basis for future study of applying value 
stream mapping tools in the construction industry. The value stream mapping case study 
of the research study process puts the learning into practice. Through this application, I 
have recognized the advantage of value stream mapping over other tools and gained a 
deeper understanding of the powerful lean tool. Visualizing the non-visible information 
flow helps in targeting the waste embedded in my working process that needs to be 
improved. As a result, the improved value stream maps can be guidelines for my future 
studies. The value stream mapping of a research study is a mapping of information flow 
in the work process, however it is limited to a simple and micro level. Further research is 
needed to explore the application of value stream mapping in construction information 
flow at a more complicated and macro level.  
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APPENDIX  
A CASE STUDY OF MY RESEARCH STUDY PROCESS 
5.1 Introduction  
The case study of my research mapping process visualizes my workflow during 
the whole study. Through this practice, I have deepened my understanding of value 
stream mapping and enhanced my ability to apply what I have learned from the literature 
review. Also, by analyzing the current state map of my thesis writing, I can identify the 
waste that exists and try to improve the value stream by minimizing or even eliminating 
the waste. The value stream mapping is also one process in the research. My value 
stream mapping process will follow the principles from the book: Value Stream 
Mapping: How to Visualize Work and Align Leadership for Organizational 
Transformation (2013), by Marting and Osterling. 
5.2 The benefits of value stream mapping 
From the literature review and my gradual learning about lean principles, I 
realize that value stream mapping is a powerful lean tool that can provide an overall 
view of how work flows. Visualizing non-visible work is the first step in knowing how 
work gets done, thus the work can be further analyzed to see where waste exists. The 
benefit of value stream mapping is summarized as follows:  
(1) Value stream mapping helps in identifying waste. 
(2) By providing a full-cycle view, value stream mapping deepens the 
understanding of processes required in delivering value.  
(3) Value stream mapping shows the information flow through the processes.  
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(4) Value stream maps offer a direction for improvement.  
(5) The quantitative nature of value stream mapping makes improvement 
quantifiable.  
Since this is my first time doing a research study, mapping the research process 
may provide an overview of how my work flows so that I can evaluate my progress as 
well as discover problems and make continuous improvement. I regard this is a 
meaningful task not only for the research study, but also as a beneficial skill for future 
research studies. It will have a long-lasting transformational effect.  
5.3 Planning the value stream mapping 
The Plan-Do-Study-Adjust (PDSA) cycle is one of several scientific methods for 
problem solving, making improvements and designing work of all types (Martin & 
Osterling, 2013). Many companies, such as Toyota Motor Corporation, adopted the idea 
of PDSA as management principles. It is also an important method for achieving 
continuous improvement. Value stream mapping is an important part of the PDSA cycle. 
Figure 9 shows a PDSA cycle.  
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Thus, my first step is to plan the scope and prepare to structure the mapping 
activities. Appropriate planning is essential when determining the scope of a project, and 
deciding what is included in the value stream. This warrants focusing on the processes 
that might be problematic in order to devise successful solutions for any problems. 
Figure 10 shows my value stream mapping phases and timing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Cycle of Continuous Improvement, Martin and Osterling(2013) 
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5.3.1 Developing a value stream mapping charter 
According to Martin and Osterling, a value stream mapping charter reflects the 
scope, conditions, and resources of a value stream map, which may affect its success. 
The purpose of the charter is fourfold: planning, communicating, aligning, and building 
consensus. Although my research study of value stream mapping might not have all 
aspects in the charter, as practice, I am including this part in my process.  Table 4 is an 
example charter Martin and Osterling suggest.  
Figure 10. Value Stream Mapping Phases and Timing 
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*Reprinted with permission from Value Stream Mapping: How to visualize work and align leadership for organizational transformation, by Karen Martin & Mike Osterling, 2013, New 
York: McGraw-Hill. Copyright [2013] by Karen Martin. 
Table 4. Value Stream Mapping Charter, Martin and Osterling (2013)* 
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5.3.1.1 Scope 
A clearly defined scope will ensure the focus is on the right processes in a value 
stream, because valuable time is spent on improving those processes. In my value stream 
mapping process, I have mapped three value streams: the whole research study, literature 
articles reading, and reporting progress meetings. Each has a different scope. The whole 
research study has the widest scope, including topic selection, committee members’ 
selection, proposal defense, and thesis writing thesis. It provides a holistic view of the 
research study. The scope is to finish the whole research study. In contrast, the other two 
value streams’ scopes are limited to two processes, i.e. literature reading and progress 
meetings, within the whole value stream. The scopes of these two value streams are to 
finish certain processes within the whole value stream.  Figure 11 shows the 
relationships of the three value streams.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Value Stream Hierarchy 
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(1) Value Stream 
Under different scopes, there are different value streams that deliver different 
values for different purposes. For my research study, the target is the final thesis, and 
activities that do not contribute to the thesis should be eliminated or minimized.  The 
value stream of my progress meetings is the activities I need to do in order to receive 
instructions for further research work. A summary of one paper is the final product of 
my literature reading, thus the value stream includes activities I need to do in order to 
finish this summary.  
Clearly understanding each value stream will be helpful in identifying value-adding 
activities, non-value-adding activities or non-value-adding but necessary activities.  
(2) Specific Conditions 
Specific conditions include the specific circumstances included in or excluded 
from the mapping activity. In the value stream mapping of my research study, only types 
of work are included, e.g. change committee member, report progress. How to 
accomplish those tasks is excluded.  
(3) Trigger  
The trigger is the action that initiates the value stream. In my progress meeting 
value stream, the trigger will be a discussion with my thesis chair after I have finished 
certain work on my research and need instructions for new work.  
(4) First step, last step 
This defines the start and ending activities in a value stream, and sets the range of 
activities that are needed to deliver the value.    
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(5) Limitations and boundaries 
This section specifies the boundaries or certain conditions within which the work 
needs to be operated and the limitations the work might have. The boundary for my 
reporting progress might be that I must schedule with my thesis chair for face-to-face 
meetings. Although this might add lead time in the processes, for a better result, i.e. 
more value delivered, I would not choose to communicate with him by E-mail or phone. 
The limitation for my research study value stream mapping might be that the time spent 
on activities is hard to calculate and record, since they each last a long time and I can 
just estimate the time spent on each activity. Another limitation is because I can only 
read in English and Chinese. I cannot read literature that might be useful in other 
languages.  
5.3.1.2 Current State Problems and Needs 
This section includes the problems the value stream faces and the driving force 
for improvement. For my research study, since it is the first time I have undertaken 
graduate level research, the problem is I do not have a clear understanding of the 
research process. As a result, some activities in my value stream are not adding value to 
my research process; I even needed to redo certain activities. The need for improvement 
is to develop a holistic view of how the research should be done. I can learn from the 
experience and apply it in future research studies.  
5.3.1.3 Measurable Target Condition 
This part of the charter shows how one plans to improve by providing 
measurable improvement, such as the percentage of improvement. For example, in my 
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literature reading process, my target is to increase efficiency to shorten the time by 30% 
than previous.  
5.3.1.4 Benefits to Customers and Benefits to Business 
Similar to the need for improvement, this shows the benefit from the 
improvement. In my research study, the “customers” are my committee members to 
whom I must “deliver” my thesis. The “business” is my ability to do a research study. 
Thus, from my perspective, the benefit of my value stream mapping process to my 
“customer” may include two aspects: first is better evaluation of my work during the 
research; second is my value stream maps might be used as a guideline for their future 
students who have no experience in doing research. It will help other students gain an 
overall view of the whole process and the approximate time needed so that they can 
better plan their research study. The benefit to my “business” will be the improvement of 
my ability in doing research.  
5.3.1.5 Accountable Parties  
For the best success with value stream improvement, there must be a support 
team. In a business environment, there will be executive sponsor, facilitator, logistics 
coordinator, briefing attendees, etc. In my value stream mapping process, the support 
team is made up of my committee members and my classmates who gave me 
instructions and advice to help me in the research study.  
5.4 Mapping the Current State  
After the planning process, the next and the most vital step in value stream 
mapping is mapping the current state. The current state value stream map shows how the 
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value stream is performing; a deep understanding of the current state is an important step 
in making improvements.  
 As mentioned, I have mapped out three value streams during my research 
project: write thesis, read literature and report progress. Reading literature and reporting 
progress are support value streams of the thesis writing process.  
5.4.1 First Value Stream Walk 
The first step in creating the current state is walking the value stream. In my case, 
it is an individual work and many of the processes are information exchange rather than 
tasks that are physically done. Thus, in the value stream walk step, I tried to “walk” the 
activities I had completed by reviewing my schedules, notes, E-mails and other records.  
5.4.2 Map Layout 
After the first walk, the activities are listed. Then I started to sketch on an 11×17 
inch paper. Activities are put in process blocks that will form the value stream. In the 
process blocks, there is a description of the activities in brief words and in verb-plus-
noun format. In my Research Study value stream map, there is a branch of activities that 
were happening simultaneously with the mainstream activities.   
5.4.3 Second Walk 
In the second walk, I checked for any conflict in the process blocks and I gained 
a deeper understanding of how the work is currently performed.  
5.4.4 Metrics for Each Process Block 
There are many metrics for each process block in a value stream map, e.g. 
process time (PT), lead time (LT), percent complete and accurate (%C&A), batch size, 
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work-in-process (WIP), etc., in other contexts. Many of the metrics are not applicable in 
my value stream mapping process. Thus, instead of struggling to find inaccurate and 
meaningless data, I decided to include only PT and LT in my value stream mapping 
processes. Process time is the time it takes to finish the process task from an input into 
an output for the work. Lead time is the elapsed time period from when the work is made 
available until it is finished and is available for the next step. Unlike tasks that can be 
performed within a short period of time, my research study lasted for nearly one year. As 
with many processes in my research study value stream mapping, the time is difficult to 
measure due to the quantity of work or my work efficiency. Thus, I simply estimated the 
average time I spent on each activity. I was able to identify the waste in my work 
without being too entangled with the time difference.  
5.4.5 Information Flow 
Value stream mapping is an effective tool in visualizing information that flows 
through the activities and the media in which the information is being processed.  
5.4.6 Current State Maps 
The following are the three current state maps drawn for this research: Research 
Study Current State Map, Progress Meeting Current State Map and Literature Reading 
Current State Map. The Research Study is the process needed for me to complete a 
master’s degree, and this thesis is the final deliverable to my “customer,” my committee. 
The Research Study Value Stream Map enables my committee to evaluate my work 
process and my ability to apply what I have learned into practice. Also, it is a good way 
to improve myself. The Progress Meeting Map and the Literature Reading Map are two 
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support value streams within the main Research Study value stream. They do not 
provide direct output to the thesis, but they are value-enabling value streams in the 
whole process. In addition, they are the two most repetitive tasks in my research study 
process, upon which I can make improvements for future work.  
Following are the Research Study Current State Map, Progress Meeting Current 
State Map and Literature Reading Current State Map. 
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Figure 12. Research Study Current State Map 
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Figure 13. Progress Meeting Current State Map 
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Figure 14. Literature Reading Current State Map 
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5.5 Identifying Waste and Possible Solutions 
The next step is analyzing the current state maps to identify any waste in the 
value stream. The waste in my work process is defined as processes that are not adding 
value to my final deliverable.  
5.5.1 Waste in the Research Study Process 
In the value stream map of the research study process, I included the rough time 
line of my work following the Office of Graduate and Professional Studies Calendar. I 
realize that although I am able to finish my research on time, I am working right against 
the deadlines for the two defenses. If I had planned ahead, I would have shortened the 
lead time in finishing the thesis and been more efficient. Another waste I found was 
changing one committee member. Having the new committee member on board was 
quite helpful in finishing my thesis, however, the change could be considered a waste. I 
needed to submit petitions and wait for approval from different committee members, the 
department and the Office of Graduate Studies. I could have eliminated the waste by 
having that faculty member on board at the beginning if I had a clearer vision about my 
research.  
5.5.2 Waste in the Progress Meeting Process 
Having meetings with my thesis chair is one of the very important parts in my 
research study. He gave me helpful advice and direction about how to do a research 
study step by step. When I had new ideas or questions, I would set up a meeting with 
him. However, by analyzing the current state map, I found the waste was the lead time 
between when I finished a task and the meeting with my chair. Every time I finished my 
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work, I scheduled a meeting. However, the time for me to finish each task was variable, 
thus the lead time was inevitable. The improvement I suggest for this issue is setting 
recurrent meeting times with my chair, e.g. once a week. This would help avoid the lead 
time for meetings and impel me to finish my work on time. This is one of the lean 
principles of creating a continuous flow of work.   
5.5.3 Waste in the Literature Reading Process 
My research is based on a literature review, so literature reading is the one of the 
most important parts. In the literature reading current state map, I chose a 15-page paper, 
which is the average length among the articles, recorded the time I spent on each part 
and drew the current state map. I wrote summaries when I finished reading a paper for 
future review. In my mapping process, I found the waste associated with writing the 
summary. Usually I would write the summary after I finished the entire paper; however, 
sometimes I already forgot the previous content in the paper, so I had to go back to 
review. In this mapping process, the reviewing time was 20 minutes, which is two thirds 
of the total summary time. This can be viewed as an example of “batching” in Lean 
context, which leads to more work-in-process (WIP) and is less efficient.  The 
improvement I put forth for this waste is to summarize each part once finished, whereby 
I could save time and be more accurate in summarizing.  
5.6 Future State Maps 
After analyzing the current state maps, I identified the waste in each value stream 
and came up with possible solutions. Based on the analysis, I created future state maps 
with the improvements. Those future state maps will be my guidelines for my future 
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research studies. In the Research Study Future State Map, I included the timeline that 
follows my thesis chair’s enlightening suggestions for students in doing research. In the 
Progress Meeting Future State Map, the improvement is to set a recurrent meeting time. 
As a result, the processes should become very simple and the lead time will be 
minimized.  The improvement in literature reading is to read electronic versions instead 
of printed copies to eliminate waste. The most important is to write summaries while 
reading, which should help in minimizing the time for reviewing the previous reading. 
Also I will be able to write down the insightful ideas while reading.  
The future state maps represent the direction toward which I want to work. By 
doing value stream mapping to visualize my research process, I identified the waste in 
my work, which I completely neglected before mapping. Although it is a practice, I 
regard this as a meaningful evaluation that not only helped me improve my work 
processes but also provided me a deeper understanding of the powerful lean tool that I 
will be able to apply to my future work.  
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Figure 15. Research Study Future State Map 
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Figure 16. Progress Meeting Future State Map 
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 Figure 17. Literature Reading Future State Map 
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5.7 Summary 
By applying value stream mapping to practice, I realized the benefits the tool 
brought to my work. I identified embedded waste, which had been neglected before in 
the working process. In the future state of literature reading value stream, the lead time is 
reduced from 118 minutes to 82 minutes, the process time is reduced from 60 minutes to 
56 minutes, and the efficiency of this process is increased. Through the practice, I 
realized the advantages that value stream mapping has over other control tools, such as 
Critical Path Models (CPM). Waste activities such as waiting, redoing, and batching are 
generally not modeled by CPM, however, in value stream mapping those wastes can be 
easily identified.   
